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ABSTRACT

In this paper, a new proposed method is developed, this method contains two algorithms, one for human iris recognition, the other is for extracting the features of the recognized iris.

Many studies tried to extract the iris from images, most of those studies succeeded but after using very complex processing and filtering operations in addition to transforming the image to other domains (such as frequency domain) to achieve the required operations. The proposed method deduces those complexities operations to a minimum and requires only wavelet transform in a small part of the second algorithm, all other operations will be applied directly to the spatial domain. Experimental results shows the efficiency of the method as its being applied to the images of the Chinese Academy of Sciences – Institute of Automation “CASIA” iris database which contains a lot of deformations. Finally, Matlab R2010a (Ver. 7.10.0) was used to implement the algorithms presented in this paper because it facilitates handling images, arrays, and filters.

1. Introduction

Biometrics comprises methods for uniquely recognizing humans based upon one or more intrinsic physical or behavioral traits[4]. In computer science, in particular, biometrics are used as a form of identity access management and access control. The word “Biometric” is used to refer to the human body parts that can be used to identify it. Biometric characteristics can be divided in two main classes:

- Physiological are related to the shape of the body. Examples include - but are not limited to - fingerprint, face recognition, DNA, Palm print, hand geometry, iris recognition, which has largely replaced retina, and odor/scent [4,9].
Behavioral are related to the behavior of a person. Examples include - but are not limited to - typing rhythm, gait, and voice [14,9].

Biometrics are used to identify a single human based on the unique characteristics of the used biometric, since those characteristics are almost impossible to be created or initiated by other people they are used to create systems that are called “Biometric Systems”, those biometric systems use one or more human biometric in order to identify people and give them access to different levels of security and applications [3,12].

The iris is a part of the human eye, it’s covered with the cornea (which covers both the iris and the pupil) and it’s shaped like a circle, an inner circle to the iris is the pupil area, it normally appears darker than the iris. It is believed that the iris texture is determined randomly during the fetal development of the eye. Meanwhile, iris is believed to be different between one person to another, and between the left and right eye of the same person [2], The iris is considered one of the best biometrics to be used because it’s always unique and different in features [12].

The term iris recognition refers to identifying an unknown iris or eye image by using computational algorithms and image segmentation, sometimes even pattern recognition is used and in extreme cases image compression is used too, iris recognition includes eye imaging, iris segmentation, iris verification, and so on [11].

When iris segmentations is applied, the iris image will be segmented into regions each of which corresponds to a portion in that image, those regions will be used to identify the iris and transformed mainly to numbers by extracting their features, this approach is mainly used to create secret keys that are used with encryption algorithms such as the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) which needs a large key size that can easily be obtained through iris segmentation [2].

If iris segmentation was used for pattern recognition the iris image’s extracted features will be stored in a database and a comparison or a similarity algorithm will be used on the stored values and a newly calculated feature values taken from a provided image to decide whether the identity of the person who supplied the new image is correct or not, this is mainly used for identity authentication in security systems [8].

Feature extraction is defined as locating pixels or areas in an image that contains distinctive characteristics. Iris images depends mainly on feature extraction algorithms because no matter how is the method of using an iris segment, features must always be extracted. For instance if an iris image was used as a key to an encryption algorithm then the features are first extracted and then used a key after they are processed[10].

The current biometric systems have two factors that measure their performance, the first factor is the False Accept Rate(FAR) which represents the probability that the system incorrectly matches the input pattern to a non-matching template in the database, It measures the percent of invalid inputs which are incorrectly accepted[4]. the Second factor is the False Reject Rate(FRR) which represents the probability that the system fails to detect a match between the input pattern and a matching template in the database, It measures the percent of valid inputs which are incorrectly rejected [7].

Many papers and researches regarding iris segmentation and feature extraction were published before. In (1997) Wildes presented a method for automated iris recognition as a biometrically based technology for personal identification and verification [15].

In (1998) Lester proposed a method that showed the ability to transform a two dimensional images into three dimensional by segmenting the image and extracting its feature, then using those features to create the third dimension [10].
In (2004) Cui et. al., presented a new method for identifying iris existence in an image by extracting four types of features (contrast, symmetric, isotropy, and disconnected features), then use those features to build a classifier [6].

In (2010) Annapoorani et.al., proposed a new method for accurate iris segmentation in noisy images, using spectral removal then localizing the pupil, iris, and eyelid using reflection map computation [3].

In (2010) too, Manikandan and Sundararajan proposed a method to use the two dimensional discrete Wavelet transform in feature extraction from the iris image and using those features to built a secure biometric system [12].

In (2011) Al-Hijaili and Abdulaziz proposed a new method for iris recognition and fusing the iris recognition algorithm with a facial recognition algorithm to built an Electronic Medical Record (EMR) which can be used in any medical facility [1].

The proposed method differs from the past work in three ways: first is the processing domain, all the past work was done in domains other than the spatial, the proposed method is the first to be done in the spatial domain. Second is the amount of work for iris segmentation, where other algorithms succeeded in recognizing the iris through very complex processing, the proposed method succeeded while using simpler processing. Third is the feature extraction, in the past work the features are always extracted using complex mathematical algorithms and not in the spatial domain.

2. The Proposed Method

The proposed method consists generally of two algorithms:

A. Recognition of the iris using the proposed new iris segmentation algorithm.
B. Extracting the features from the segmented iris using the proposed feature extraction algorithm.

The following sections represent the algorithms with their detailed steps.

2.1 Iris Segmentation

The iris segmentation algorithm is applied entirely in spatial domain. The algorithm includes the following steps:

**Step1: Image preprocessing.** The algorithm begins with reading the original iris image and turning it into gray if it’s a colored image. The reason for this operations (as almost all biometric images are turned to gray before further processing) is that the colors of the image is of no importance. For instance; the color of the hand have no significance over a palm print or a finger print whereas the difference lies exclusively in the details of the print. The same goes for the iris, colors are not important, only the details in the iris are. Notice that the CASIA images are already gray [5].

**Step2: Zeroing (blackening) the pupil area.** Because of its physical build, the pupil reflects less light than other parts of the eye [2] as shown in figure (1) [13]. This makes the pupil looks darker in the image and is used to identify the pupil area in a grey image, practice shows that in most times the pupil pixels have the intensity of (30) to (60), a filter will be applied to darken the pupil area by zeroing any pixel that have the intensity of (60) or lower. This will produce a picture with a completely black pupil, without affecting the original image because normally the iris pixel values are greater than (60).
Step 3: Locating the pupil. This is done by looking for a circle that has a certain radius and is filled with only zero intensity pixels (the radius is calculated as multiplying 10 by the division of the number of columns by the number of rows). This circle will only be found inside the pupil, the reason for choosing this technique is that after step 2 the pupil will be the only place where this circle can be found because even if other areas had some dark pixels there will be non-zero pixels that prevent the circle from being filled.

Step 4: Finding the pupil’s boundary. After step 3 the pupil’s location will be known. Finding the center, top, left, right, and bottom boundaries pixels of the pupil is this step’s goal, which is done by taking any pixel in the dark circle that was found in step 3 and drawing an imaginary line from the first non-zero pixel on the right of the selected pixel to the first non-zero pixel on the left, this will create a horizontal straight line between two pixels on the boundary of the pupil as shown in figure (2a).

The center of the imaginary line is located and the same operation is repeated to draw a vertical line. This second line is drawn from top to bottom around the first line’s center as shown in figure (2b). The second line’s top and bottom pixels will represent the actual top and bottom pixels of the pupil’s boundary.

The same method used for drawing the first line is repeated to draw another horizontal line around the center of the vertical as shown in figure (2c). The left and right most pixels in this line will represent the left and right most pupil boundary pixels. The center of the pupil will be the point where the vertical and the second horizontal line cross.

Step 5: Finding the iris boundaries. This step is considered crucial in the algorithm because it is where the actual iris is found. This step is done by applying the Canny filter.

The threshold is a two-element vector in which the first element is the low threshold, and the second element is the high threshold. When only one value is provided for the threshold it will be used for the high threshold and (0.4 x high threshold value) is used for the low threshold. Sigma is used as the standard deviation of the Gaussian filter and is used to find if the weak edges are connected to strong ones.
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Figure (2). Finding the pupil’s boundary (a) The first horizontal line (b) Finding the top and bottom pixels (c) Finding the left, right, and center pixels

Applying this filter requires a wise selection for the values for threshold and sigma. Provided dynamically rather than statically, a number of threshold and sigma values are manipulated until the correct ones are found.

Since the Canny filter produces skeleton images, the result will be a binary image, and since the pupil boundaries are already known, the correct values for sigma and threshold can be found using the distance equation. This is applied by starting from the left most pixel in the pupil’s boundary and moving left until a non-zero pixel is reached or the image boundary is reached. If the boundary is reached, the values of threshold and sigma will be changed, if not, then from those two points the left distance is calculated. The same process is repeated for the right side.

Next the calculated left and right distances are compared, the comparison result will be called the “accepted difference”, if the accepted difference is within (5) pixel margin then the result is accepted and the iris is taken, otherwise the results are refused and the values for threshold and sigma are changed again.

Step6: Cropping the iris image. After the iris boundary points are found in step5 the iris will be cropped out of the image but since Matlab have no function to crop a circle, a new method was developed for this purpose using the circle equation, distance equation, the structure function, image dilation function, and image filling. This allowed for the cropping of a circle shape and blacking everything other than the iris. Blacking will be very useful in the feature extraction phase.

Step7: Removing deficiencies. It is mainly done by cutting around 10% from the top and 5% from the bottom of the segmented iris image to eliminate the eyelashes because the CASIA data base images contains a lot of deformities that are not processed. The chosen values (5% and 10%) were acquired by practice from observing all the (756) images of CASIA database.

Finally, the result can be spotted when a comparison is made between the original iris image shown if figure (3a), the cropped iris image shown in figure (3b), and the final segmented iris image after removing the deficiencies shown in (3c).

Note that the selected accepted difference is less than (10) pixels for the segmented iris shown in figure (3), this value can be static because it is not relevant to the size of the image. a flowchart of the proposed iris segmentation algorithm steps is shown in figure (4).
Figure (3). (a) The original iris image (b) The cropped segmented image (c) The final result after deficiency removal

Figure (4). Flowchart of the proposed iris segmentation algorithm
2.2 Feature Extraction

The main function of the feature extraction algorithm is to extract quantized features that represent iris patterns. One of the widely used methods is the Gray Level Co-occurrence Matrix (GLCM)[6]. It is mainly used as a feature for structural patterns, however, it’s also a statistical feature that maintains sufficient computational complexity. In the proposed algorithm the GLCM was revised and four extraction methods were developed to extract features from the iris based on this revision.

In addition to the four extraction methods, two additional extraction methods were developed with the help of the 2D discrete wavelet transform, this will bring the count to six features.

The first four features are split into two types, first are the horizontal and vertical contrast features as shown in figures (5a) and (5b) respectively, second are the horizontal and vertical Symmetric features as shown in figures (6a) and (6b) respectively[6]. Next the six features will be summarized:

Figure (5). Contrast features  
Figure (6). Symmetric features

First and Second features: the idea behind calculating the features is to calculate the difference between the X and Y regions of the image, then normalizing the difference by using the variance of the image, since a gray image is being used the variance equation will be modified to accept a gray histogram instead of the two dimensional matrix that represents the colored images pixels.

After finding the variance, the feature is calculated using equation (1)[6]. Let (F) be the feature, (D) is the difference between the image’s areas, and (V) is the Variance of the Image, then

\[ F = \frac{D}{V} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(1)}

Third and Fourth features: the same extraction method used with the first and second features are used, only the difference calculation is changed. Instead of finding the difference between X and Y regions, the difference will be calculated using equation (2)[6]. Let \( A=X+Z \), then

\[ D=A - Y \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{(2)}

Fifth feature: after finding the first four features the last two will be calculated next, this will involve using the two dimensional discrete Wavelet transform. Wavelet transform has been extensively studied in various fields. The multi resolution architecture is very suitable for image analysis and feature extraction.

After reaching the fourth LL sub band, the fifth features extraction method starts by normalizing the iris values in the LL sub band. This is done by finding the average of all the pixels after normalizing them by the maximum value in the LL sub band.
Sixth feature: the sixth feature is extracted using a double standard deviation on the two dimensional level 4 LL sub band, the first standard deviation will result in a one dimensional array of values each representing the standard deviation of all the values in a column in the LL sub band, the second standard deviation will take the one dimensional array as input and outputs a single number that will be used as the sixth and final feature.

Figure (7) shows the flowchart of the proposed feature extraction algorithm, note that each extracted feature is made of one number contains 20-25 digits which means around 160-200 bits per feature. For all six feature there are 720-1200 bits. This large number of bits will provide the ability to use those features in many fields such as cryptography and pattern recognition systems.

Another thing to note is that everything was zeroed (blackened) except the iris, this is because the zeros will not appear in all the mathematical calculations to find the features, since all those calculations are based on the summing rather than multiplication of the pixels values, which means any non-iris pixel will be ignored by the calculations.

![Flowchart of the proposed feature extraction algorithm](image-url)
3. Results & Discussions

The work starts by reading the image that contains the original iris image as shown in figure (8a), then the iris segmentation algorithm is applied to darken the pupil as shown in figure (8b). The center of the pupil is then found as well as the top, bottom, left most, and right most pixels as shown in figure (8c).

![Figure (8). First stages of iris segmentation (a) Original iris image (b) Iris after blackening the pupil (c) Pupil boundaries found](image)

Next step is choosing the right values for the sigma and threshold values of the canny filter. This is done by looping over all possible values and using the distance equation until the right values are found and the iris boundaries are known, figures (9a), (9b), (9c), and (9d) show the filter at different stages.

![Figure (9). Examples for filter values (a) Threshold=0.5 sigma=1 (b) Threshold=0.2 sigma=1 (c) Threshold=0.2 sigma=3 (d) Threshold=0.1 sigma=3](image)

After the correct values for the canny filter’s threshold and sigma are found as shown in figure (10a) the right and left boundaries of the iris are known as shown in figure (10b), this along with the pupil center allows for the radius of the iris to be found as shown in the figure.

Hence, the iris boundaries and radius are now known, so the cropping can begin. To do this the circle equation is used as shown in figure (11a), a circle structure, image dilating, and image filling as shown in figure (11b), and finally cropping the entire iris to a zero (Black) array as shown in figure (11c).
The segmentation algorithm results varied depending on the chosen difference threshold but the results are very promising. The algorithm was implemented for all (756) pictures in CASIA database without any exception.

When the difference threshold was less than (10) the number of successful iris segmentations was (741) making the success rate (98.02%). While the number of unsuccessful segmentations was (15) making the failure rate (1.98%). From those (15) images (13) were segmented but the iris was not complete mostly because the iris’s left and right area differed in size.

To solve the non-symmetric iris size issue the difference threshold was raised to (20). This made the success rate raised to (99.6%) as (753) images out of (756) were successfully segmented. This left only (0.4%) failure rate for the (3) images from which the algorithm could not obtain the full iris.

As for the Feature extraction algorithm, obtained features give the following results (those features are extracted from the iris image shown in figure(11c)):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>First Feature</td>
<td>0.02095314479452429400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Second Feature</td>
<td>0.05980666981751550600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Third Feature</td>
<td>0.87970180644326890000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fourth Feature</td>
<td>0.80861544497493865000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fifth Feature</td>
<td>0.00740553396162788470</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sixth Feature</td>
<td>304.642757398440890000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results show that the proposed algorithm provided a large number of digits and bits for each feature that is extracted, which makes it suitable for using as an encryption key for algorithms that require long sequences of bits, or for pattern recognition in databases and security systems. Since each iris is considered both unique.
and random, the features extracted from it will be unique and random, which are the two most required issues in security and cryptography[14].

The usual error rate is also decreased, normally biometric systems have an error rate of (20-10%)[7]. In the proposed algorithm, since the features are extracted from the structure of the image in spatial domain, all non-iris (Blackened) pixels are ignored, this minimized the error rate to (1.98-0.4%).

The high success rate shows the efficiency of the proposed method. Comparing it to past work, the highest success rate was found by the center of biometric and security research, national laboratory of pattern recognition, institute of automation, Chinese academy of science (the institute that produced the CASIA database). By applying their work on the CAISA database they got a detection success rate of (96.5-98%). A simple comparison between their results and the results obtained from the proposed algorithm shows that the proposed algorithm produced higher success rate, and it’s the highest rate found so far.

4. Conclusions

The proposed work presents a new algorithm for iris segmentation using simple calculations in the spatial domain, and an effective yet simple feature extraction method that presents effective results.

The iris segmentation algorithm proved to be very practical and have a very high success rate that ranges from (98.02%) to (99.6%). The proposed algorithm does not depend on a fixed image size, it takes all sizes of images and returns only the segmented iris image. Working in spatial domain and the simple processing operations gave the algorithm an efficient processing speed. Practice shows the processing time range to be from one to five seconds (depending on the input image).

The proposed algorithm simplifies any application that adopts it because it is fairly simple to use and needs only the input image from the user, all the needed values are calculated automatically, even filter values are generated dynamically and does not need any user intervention.

Also, the segmented iris images is saved without modification for any special algorithm. This means that the extracted image can directly be used with any feature extraction method without further processing. Another advantage of the direct saving of the iris image is that it can be used immediately in a database.

A huge advantage is the high success rate it maintained. For normal images the algorithm faced no obstacles, and even when it was used with the CASIA database the proposed algorithm found and segmented the irises for more than (98%) of the images. Images that wasn’t segmented were severely deformed.

For the feature extraction algorithm, the use of the proposed methods proved to be very practical. Using the spatial domain directly in the first four extraction methods and the Wavelet and standard deviation functions provided by Matlab in the last two extraction methods provided fast feature extraction. And it is highly user friendly because it asks for only a segmented iris image and nothing more which facilitates its use.

The proposed algorithm also resulted in a large number of bits for each extracted feature, which makes it suitable for using as an encryption key or for pattern recognition in databases and security systems. But the large number will require more memory to save the database that contains the features and more time to compare those features in real time.
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